
Taos Pueblo clip from Road Scholar 
MLL Instructions and Exercises       dmiller 
 
Sign in with your BU login name and Kerberos password. 
 
1.  Complete the Student Survey that pops up when you open the Internet connection. 
 
2. MLL Overload (on desktop)>Movies>Road Scholar>Taos Pueblo 

vocabulary  

genocide      forefathers 

unimaginable      fragile 

exploited      self-flagellating 

abandoned      infused 

inhabited      faith 

desolate      magic 

alienation      mingle 

sorrow      buried 

regret       crucifix 

willow       sanctuary 

pueblo       crippled 

homage      weary 

       afflicted 
 
Watch the movie clip and complete the following exercises. 
 
1.  What do Native Americans call America? 
 
2. What are these Native Americans called? 
 
3. How does Native American Robert Mirbell view the U.S. way to survive?  Cross out all 
statements that do NOT apply: 
   
  a.  Money runs everything. 
  b. Wear animal skins and hunt deer and elk. 
  c. Step on others to get where you want to go. 
  d. Go as far as you can. 
  e. Invest in the community. 
 
4.  What does Benito do outside the pueblo? 
 
 

5. Fill in the blanks with the words you hear. 



“When we dance, we dance with the  _________________________.   …Eventually if you just 

mess around with nature, the hoop will be ______________________________, and that’s what 

this ____________________________ represents. …… Each song and dance is a 

_____________________________ to show the people out here that we’re still struggling to 

keep our ____________________________, and it’s hard to _____________________________ 

in two ______________________________.” 

 

6. (Indian and Spanish gods mingle in Santa Fe.)   
In what year did Don Bernardo find a crucifix buried in the earth? 

 

7. How many times did he remove it from the earth? 

 

8.  What happened each time he removed it? 

 

9.  Check √  all that are true.  What has happened since these miracles? 

 a. _______ People get sick in this area. 

 b. _______ Sick people go there for healing. 

 c. _______ The holy dirt is rubbed on their bodies. 

 d. _______ They are told to make a tea with the holy dirt and drink it. 

 e. _______ The dirt heals their wounds.   

 f.  _______ The crippled can walk again. 

 g. _______ A sanctuary (church) has been built over the site of the holy dirt. 

10.  What holy sites are you familiar with?  Describe one here (its history, location, meaning, 
any miracles, etc.)  If time, record your answer using Audio Recorder and save in your folder. 
 

 


